SURREY & SUSSEX CAT ASSOCIATION & BURMESE CAT CLUB SHOWS
16 March 2019
Judge: Perri Mansaray
I would like to thank Kym, Ian and the Committee’s for the kind invitation to
judge again at Woking. Unfortunately due to my airline changing my flight
times I had to come straight to the shows from Gatwick after an overnight
flight. Needless to say by mid-afternoon I was wilting and had to give up 4 side
classes, so apologies to the exhibitors. My very grateful thanks to my friend
Carol Burton who steered me through a very busy day and made sure I stayed
awake. Thanks Carol I look forward to the next time.
BURMESE CAT CLUB
Olympian Class – A C Imperial GR PR Male
OLY POWER’S UK OB IGRPR MAINMAN RAJAH (BUR b) M (11.8.3) A very
old friend of mine now 15 and a half years of age – I cannot believe it! Where
has all the time gone. He was totally enjoying his day out and looking super for
his age and still a big cuddly teddy bear! Gentle rounding to the top of his
head. Large ears well set with correct forward tilt. Short wide wedge, blunt
muzzle. His eyes are expressive and set well apart, good shape and size,
chartreuse in colour. Flat brow, good nose break, firm chin, level bite. He still
has all his teeth bless him. Muscular chap of good weight. Strong legs and
oval paws. His tail has a rounded tip, short to balance. His coat is short and
close lying. Nice warm even chocolate. Gentle natured boy. I understand
this made him up to Silver Olympian – huge congratulations to his owners and
breeder.
Olympian Class – A C Imperial GR PR Female
OLY CHAPMAN-BEER’S OB IGR CH & IGR PR CATAMARIAN EVITA (BUR a) FN
(13.8.10) Another dear old friend of mine who I have always admired – a
mature girl with the most fabulous type head and expression! She is now 8
and a half years old and in super condition. Rounded top of head. Slightly
large ears well set with correct forward tilt. Short wide wedge, blunt muzzle.
Her eyes are set well apart, good shape and size, chartreuse in colour. She

gives you that withering Burmese glare which is just superb! Flat brow,
excellent nose break firm chin, level bite. Super depth of head. Weighty
muscular girl. Slender legs and neat oval paws. Her tail was just a tad short to
balance, nicely rounded tip. Her coat was short and close lying. Nice even
blue with silvering over her extremities. Dear girl who was purring for England!
RES OLY POWER’S CH & IGR PR INDIANSTAR SHIMLA (BUR c) FN (10.9.14)
four and a half year old lady who was a pigeon in disguise! She was trilling
away! Nice size ears well set with correct forward tilt. Gentle rounding to the
top of her head. She had a short wide wedge, blunt muzzle. She had eyes
which were expressive and set well apart, good shape and size, pale chartreuse
in colour. Flat brow, good nose break, firm chin, level bite. Muscular girl of
good weight. Slender legs and neat oval paws. Her tail was a tad short to
balance with nice paintbrush tip. Her coat was short and close lying. Super
lilac with good pinky hue. Unlucky to meet winner. An absolute joy to judge.
Red or Cream Burmese Premier
GR PC EVAN’S PR ADPIXBU LADY PENELOPE (BUR e) FN (1.5.16) 2 years
10 months rather petite girl. Gently rounded top of head. Nice size ears well
set with correct forward tilt. Short wide wedge, blunt muzzle. Her eyes are set
well apart, expressive, good shape and size, chartreuse in colour. In profile flat
brow, good nose break, firm chin, level bite. Muscular body of good weight.
Slender legs and dainty oval paws her tail had a rounded tip but was short to
balance. Her coat was short and close lying. Lovely pale cream with nice
powdering on her extremities. Sweet lass.
Cream Burmese Adult
BOB to TAYLOR’S INT. CH. BACKCHAT SUN CHARIOT (BUR e) F (3.5.12) 6
years and 10 months old pretty girl. Gentle rounding to the top of her head.
Large ears well set with correct forward tilt. Short wide wedge, blunt muzzle.
She has expressive eyes which are set well apart, chartreuse in colour. Flat
brow, good nose break, firm chin, level bite. Muscular girl of good weight.
Slender legs and oval paws. Her tail had a paintbrush tip, but was short to
balance. Her coat was short and close lying. Nice even pale cream with good
powdering. Wriggle bum!

Blue Tortie Burmese Adult
BOB TO CHAPMAN-BEER’S OS IGR CH TRIBUNE HUFFLEPUFF (BUR g) F
(13.8.12) 6 and a half year old mature girl whom I have always loved. She has
THE most super Burmese wicked expression! Gentle rounding to the top of
her head. Nice size ears well set with correct forward tilt. Short wide wedge,
blunt muzzle. She has expressive eyes which are set well apart, good shape
and size, chartreuse in colour. Flat brow, excellent nose break firm chin and
level bite. Muscular lass of good weight. Slender legs and neat oval paws.
Her tail has a paintbrush tip, tad short to balance. Her coat is superb, short
and close lying with a fabulous gloss. Very pretty blue tortie with nice
mingling of colours. Sweetheart. My easy choice for Best Of Variety Burmese
Adult – congratulations.
Considered for BOB: BRABNER’S GR CH TRIBUNE HERMIONE (BUR g ) F
(13.8.12) litter sister to above and very similar in type. Sweet girl who also
has a super expression though probably not as wicked as above! Rounded top
of head. Large ears well set with correct forward tilt. Short wide wedge, blunt
muzzle. She has expressive eyes which are set well apart, good shape and size
chartreuse in colour. Flat brow, excellent nose break, receding chin, level bite.
Muscular lass of good weight. Slender legs and oval paws. Her tail has a
paintbrush tip, balances. Her coat is short and close, with pretty blue tortie
markings. Gentle poppet.
Chocolate Tortie Burmese Adult
BOB TO GILES’ CH IMASTAR HEARTS DESIRE (BUR h) F (13.9.13) Typical
tortie wriggle bum with 101 legs who was calling her head off. Gently
rounded top of head. Large ears well set with correct forward tilt. Short wide
wedge, blunt muzzle. Her eyes are set well apart, expressive, good size and
shape, chartreuse in colour. Flat brow. Good nose break, firm chin untidy
bite. Muscular girl of good weight. Slender legs and oval paws. Her tail has a
paintbrush tip but is short to balance. Her coat is short and close lying. Pretty
chocolate tortie with nice mingling of colours. Sweetheart.
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SURREY & SUSSEX CAT ASSOCIATION
Imperial Grand Premier (Olympian Class) Male
Oh my! 13 quality cats entered giving me pleasure and a headache to judge!!!
OLY McENTEE’S OS IGR PR XZIBIT HIGH VOLTAGE (BSH a) MN (25.5.15) I
don’t think I have had the pleasure of meeting this chap before. 3 years, 9
months very handsome fellow of super type. Super round face with full
cheeks. Good breadth of skull with round underlying bone structure. He has
small ears with rounded tips, they are set far apart and fit nicely into the
rounded contours of his head. His eyes are large, round and well opened, very
expressive, copper in colour. His forehead is a bit flat, short straight nose with
a good nose break. Firm deep chin, level bite. Weighty chap with a solid
cobby body with a short level back and a broad chest and rump. Strong legs
and rounded paws. His tail is of medium length, thick at the base, rounded
tip. His coat was fantastic – short, dense and crisp with good resilience. Nice
even medium blue which was sound to the roots. Very laid back chap taking it
all in his stride. Loved him! I later saw he went overall best in show – huge
congratulations!
RES OLY CLARKE’S CH & OB IGR PR MERRYPURR STRIPEY PYJAMAS (DRX ns
21 33) MN (25.11.12) A firm favourite of mine looking fab today. Handsome
chap with a lovely pixie expression. Large ears which are very wide at the
base, rounded tips, holding them low and wide, when relaxed in his pen.
Short broad wedge and high cheekbones. Well defined whisker break. Flat
skull, good stop, firm chin, level bite. Elegant neck – held very proud as he
was being so nosey – looking at all that was going on in the hall! Large oval
shaped blue eyes, wide set. Weighty muscular body, firm and solid. Slender
legs and oval paws. His tail was long and tapering, balances. His coat was
looking quite the best I have ever seen it – super rexing, forming lovely dunes
over his coat, with the rexing extending well down his legs and tail. Happy to
have a cuddle from us both, and then sat happily over my stewards shoulder,
surveying his surroundings. Unlucky to meet winner.
3 WEDGE’S OB IGR PR TYPHAST KIMI OF ZIGGIAN (BEN n 24) MN (12.3.14)
Another super chap – very relaxed and happy and of super type. Large ears
which have a wide base, rounded tips, well set following the contours of his

face. Broad medium wedge with rounded contours, slightly longer than wide
with nice high cheekbones. Gentle slope to his nose in profile with a large
broad nose, firm chin, level bite. His eyes are large and oval in shape,
chartreuse in colour. Weighty chap. Strong legs and oval paws with his hind
legs being slightly longer than the front. His tail is of medium length, rounded
tip balances. His coat is short, dense and luxurious. Fabulous pattern. His
spine line is well broken. He has nice big bold rosettes, giving good contrast to
his ground coat, with a good glitter effect. Super temperament.
Ex 3 BAXTER’S OB IGR PR PIPPASTRO I HAVE CINNED (OLH o 24) MN
(2.6.15) Another lovely boy and a favourite of mine. I have to say today he
was again very timid, hiding in his very large doughnut bed which was covered
with a blanket. When he didn’t have this bed to hide in, he seems to show
himself off much better and be more extrovert, and his timidness let him down
today along with his pattern faults. Strong top. Large wide based flared ears
well set. Fabulous tufts! Good length well balanced wedge. He has THE most
amazing vivid green eyes that totally mesmerize you!! They are oriental in
shape, slanting towards his nose. In profile, straight nose, firm chin, level bite.
Muscular body which is firm and solid. Slender legs and oval paws. His tail has
a good plume, balances. His coat is of medium length, silky and lies flat to his
body. Super rich cinnamon colouration. His spots have a lot of linkage both
sides his right side being slightly better than the left. Timid gentle soul.
4 SIBLEY’S IGR PR ATARIQ ROYAL APPOINTMENT (SIA m 21) MN (16.12.15)
3 years 3 months stylish chap who was an absolute purr box! Large wide
based, pricked ears with good width in between, well set following the lines of
his wedge. Long and well-proportioned wedge narrowing in straight lines to a
fine muzzle. He has oriental shaped eyes slanting towards his nose, deep blue
in colour. His mask is complete connected by tracings with the ears.. In profile
he has a straight nose, firm chin, level bite. Long elegant neck. Muscular
svelte body of good weight. Slender legs and oval paws. His tail was long and
tapering, balances. His coat is short and close lying. His points match in
colour. Lilac based caramel showing a good pinky hue. Super off white coat
showing very little shading and giving good contrast with his points. Tabby
markings on his face, ringed tail. Lovely natured chap.

EX 4 FINCH’S IGR PR ADIFTON BROADWAYBUMBLEBEAR (ALH es 11) MN
(28.7.15) Yet another favourite of mine! He is such a handsome chap with
such a gentle expression, who just melts your heart. Gentle rounding to the
top of his head. Large ears well set with correct forward tilt. Short wide
wedge, blunt muzzle. He has large expressive eyes, set well apart, his top lid
slanting towards his nose, rounder, fuller lower lid, yellow in colour. Flat
brow, fair nose break, firm chin, level bite. Muscular body firm and solid.
Strong legs and oval paws. His tail has a good plume, balances. His coat is of
medium length, soft and silky and lying flat to his body. He has delicate cream
markings with his mantle of colour paling to his sides, on a super silver
undercoat. Super chap.
5 ELSON’S GR CH & IGR PR ISHCUS QUINTESSENTIAL (MCO n 03 22) MN
(3.3.15) Very handsome and regal classic tabby Maine Coon. Large, tall ears
which are wide at the base, pointed at the tips, superb tufts which are set high
and well apart. Head of medium length with full cheeks and high cheekbones.
His eyes are full and round set well apart, chartreuse in colour. Nice square
muzzle. Gentle slope to nose in profile, firm chin level bite. Weighty boy.
Strong legs and round paws. His tail has a good plume, balances. His coat has
a good undercoat, soft and silky waterproof glossy topcoat. Love his white
bib and socks. His classic tabby is rather diffuse with a patchy butterfly and
oysters. Lovely natured.
Section 5 Imperial Grand Premier Female
IMP GR PR JEFFERY’S GR PR KATSPELL ANATHEMA DEVICE (BUR h) FN
(14.4.15) Chocolate tortie girl of 3 years, 11 months, with catitude! Super
expression! Gentle rounding top of head. Nice size ears well set with correct
forward tilt. Short wide wedge, blunt muzzle. She has expressive eyes which
are set well apart, good shape and size, chartreuse in colour. Flat brow,
excellent nose break, firm chin, level bite. Muscular lass of good weight.
Slender legs and oval paws. Her tail has a paintbrush tip, but Is short to
balance. Her coat is short and close lying with a good shine. Pretty chocolate
tortie, though her chocolate is rather dark. Love the star over her eye. Sweet
natured lass.

RES IMP GR PR JOHNSON’S GR PR KYMIAN IMMORTAL ISIS (BUR f) FN
(6.6.15) 3 years 9 months old pretty brown tortie, with another super
expression. Gentle rounding to the top of her head. Large ears well set with
correct forward tilt. Short wide wedge, blunt muzzle. Her eyes are set well
apart, good shape and size, chartreuse in colour. Flat brow, excellent nose
break, firm chin level bite. Muscular body firm and solid. She has slender legs
and neat oval paws. Her tail has a paintbrush tip but is short to balance. Her
coat is short and close lying with a good shine. Very pretty brown tortie with
good mingling of colours. Gentle girl.
Grand 5a Champion
GR CC McCONNELL’S CH BURMALEUS KIMBERLEY (BUR n) F (4.2.17)
Lovely young girl of 2 years of age, of super type. Gentle rounding to the top
of her head. Nice size ears well set with correct forward tilt. Short wide
wedge, blunt muzzle. She has expressive eyes which are set well apart, good
shape and size, chartreuse in colour. Rounded brow, excellent nose break,
firm chin, level bite. Muscular lass of good weight, firm and solid. Slender legs
and neat oval paws. Her tail has a paintbrush tip, balances. Her coat is short
and close lying with good shine. Nice warm even seal brown. Fabulous
expression! Another withering stare!
RES GR CC RODWELL’S CH JAX PALATINATE BLUE (BUR a) F (16.3.16)3 year
old grumpy miss. The fact that she was so grumpy did rather enhance her
Burmese expression! Large size ears well set with correct forward tilt. Gentle
rounding to the top of her head. Short wide wedge, blunt muzzle. She has
expressive eyes which are set well apart, good shape and size, chartreuse in
colour. Flat brow, good nose break, firm chin, level bite. Muscular lass of
good weight, firm and solid. Slender legs and oval paws. Her tail has a
paintbrush tip balances. Her coat is short and close lying with good shine.
Nice even slate blue with silvering on her extremities. Much happier in the
security of her pen.
Grand 5B Champion
GR CC SHORT’S CH KURSHINKA KUNG-FU PANDORA (ALH h 11) F
(24.7.17) 18 month old very pretty girlie. Very chocolate box lass. Gentle
rounding to the top of her head. Large size ears well set with correct forward

tilt. Short wide wedge, blunt muzzle. She has expressive eyes which are set
well apart, top lid slanting towards her nose, rounder fuller lower lid, yellow in
colour. Flat brow, good nose break, firm chin, level bite. Muscular lass of good
weight. Slender legs and oval paws. Her tail has a good plume, balances.
Her coat is soft and silky and lies flat to her body. Very attractive choc tortie
shaded. Rich red M on her forehead. Sweet natured lass.
Ocicat Kitten
1 & BOB TO MAUDLIN’S THORSOAK BRAGI (OCI ns) M (21.11.18) 3 month
old cutie pie who was a right wriggle bum! Large ears which are wide at the
base set correctly at a 45 degree angle. Modified wedge longer than wide.
His eyes are large and almond in shape, hazel in colour. Gentle dip to nose in
profile, firm chin, level bite. Squareness to his muzzle already developing well.
Slight tarnish on either side of his nose only. Well grown chap for his age with
his body being firm and muscular. Slender legs and oval paws. His tail is broad
at the base has a rounded tip, balances. His coat is short and satiny in texture
with a good shine. He has a super pattern. Spine line breaking nicely into
spots. Lovely small neat spots giving good contrast to his silver ground coat.
He has a clear, symmetrical bulls eye pattern on both flanks. Lovely eye liner
and facial markings. Spotted tummy. Dear little chap, very promising.
Lilac Burmese Adult Male
1 CC BRININGER’S KARRIEWHITCHIT CLAN GUTHRIE (BUR c) M (2.6.18)
Young chap just adult and still rather adolescent at 9 months of age. Gentle
rounding to the top of his head. Medium wedge which is a little fine in the
muzzle. He has expressive eyes which are set well apart, good shape and size,
yellow in colour. Flat brow, fair nose break firm chin, level bite. Muscular chap
of good weight, firm and solid. Slender legs and oval paws. His tail has a
rounded tip, but is short to balance. His coat is short and close lying. He has a
good lilac colouration with lovely pinky hue. Nice temperament.
BOB to MARRIOTT-POWER’S & MARRIOTT’S IGR CH ROSSIKHAN YAMBU
(BUR c) M (13.10.16) 2 and a half year old working boy. Gently rounded top
of head. Large ears well set with correct forward tilt. Short wide wedge,
blunt muzzle. He has expressive eyes which are set well apart, good shape and
size, yellow in colour. Rounded brow, excellent nose break, firm chin, level

bite. Muscular chap with a firm and solid body. Slender legs and oval paws.
His tail has a paintbrush tip, balances, small pip at end. His coat was long and
open. Slightly blue toned lilac. Lovely temperament
Lilac Burmese Adult Female
1 CC YOUNG’S IMPROMPTU LADY MADONNA (BUR c) F (1.6.18) Pretty
young lass just adult at 9 months of age. Large size ears well set with correct
forward tilt. Gentle rounding to the top of her head. Medium wedge, just a
little fine in the muzzle at present. Her eyes are expressive and set well apart,
good shape and size yellow in colour. Rounded brow, good nose break, firm
chin, level bite. Muscular lass of good weight. Slender legs and neat oval
paws. Her tail has a paintbrush tip but is short to balance. Her coat is short
and close lying. Nice lilac colouration with correct pinky hue. Poppet.
2 WALKER’S KOTANUSHKA JOSIE BLANCHE (BUR c) F (16.4.18) Another
young lass of 11 months of age. Large size ears well set with correct forward
tilt. Gentle rounding to the top of her head. Medium wedge, again a little fine
in the muzzle. She has expressive eyes which are set well apart, good shape
and size, yellow in colour. Flat brow. Fair nose break, firm chin, level bite.
Muscular girl of good weight. Slender legs and oval paws. Her tail has a
paintbrush tip but is short to balance. Her coat is short and close lying. Rather
blue toned lilac. Poppet.
Considered for BOB – CHAPMAN-BEER’S GR CH TRIBUNE CINDERELLA (BUR c)
F (18.4.16) 2 years 10 months mature lass. Gentle rounded top of head.
Large size ears which are well set with correct forward tilt. Short wide wedge,
blunt muzzle. Her eyes are set well apart, expressive, good shape and size,
yellow in colour. Flat brow, good nose break, firm chin, level bite. Muscular
lass of good weight. Slim legs and neat oval paws. Her tail has a rounded tip
but is short to balance. Her coat is short and close lying. Nice even lilac. Ran
the boy close for the BOB.
Brown Tortie Burmese Neuter
BOB to JOHNSON’S GR PR KYMIAN IMMORTAL ISIS (BUR f) FN (6.6.15)

AOC Tortie Burmese Neuter
1 PC BOYLE’S CH KYMIAN OPHELIA (BUR h) F N (4.3.16) 3 year old grumpy
madam!! What foul language for a young lady! Gentle rounding to the top of
her head. Large ears well set with a correct forward tilt. Short wide wedge,
blunt muzzle. Her eyes are expressive and set well apart, good shape and size,
chartreuse in colour. Flat brow. Good nose break, bump on nose – rather
accentuated by her bad mood! Firm chin, level bite. Muscular girl of good
weight. Slender legs and neat oval paws. Her tail has a paintbrush tip, but is
short to balance. Her coat is short and close lying. Pretty chocolate tortie and
a very hissy miss!
BOB to JEFFERY’S GR PR KATSPELL ANATHEMA DEVICE (BUR h) FN (14.4.15)
Havana Adult
BOB to DEBOWSKA’S CH METEXA MULAN (OSH b) M (28.3.18) Oh my!
What a handsome charmer!! Strong top. Large wide based flared ears well
set. Good length well balanced wedge. He has oriental shaped eyes slanting
towards his nose, vivid green in colour. In profile he has a straight nose, firm
chin, level bite. Long elegant neck. Muscular firm body of good weight.
Slender legs and oval paws. His tail is long and tapering, balances. His coat is
short and close lying with good texture and fab shine. Nice warm chestnut
brown which is sound to the roots. A very stylish young man. He kissed us
and purred away – a joy to judge.
Oriental Smoke Adult
CNH BROWN’S KATAMOUNTIN MOONFLOWER (OSH os) F (18.6.16) this
pretty girl just didn’t want to be handled today.
Oriental Bicolour SH and LH Neuter
1PC BLUNDELL’S KIMBASILK SHEEZ A DOLL (OSH b 03 24) FN (28.4.17) 1
year 10 months old pretty girl. Strong top. Large wide based flared ears well
set. Good length well balanced wedge. She has oriental shaped eyes slanting
towards her nose, super vivid green in colour. In profile she has a straight
nose, firm chin, level bite. Muscular lass of good weight. Slender legs and oval
paws. Her tail is long and tapering, balances. Her coat is short and close lying.

She just about has more than 1/3rd white. She has a white strip underneath
her tummy. All four of her feet and legs are white. And she has white around
her bit and back of the neck. Her spots are rather lacking, as they are all linked
into mackerel stripes. Nice temperament.
Oriental Longhair Neuter
BOB TO BAXTER’S OB IGR PR PIPPASTRO I HAVE CINNED (OLH o 24) MN
(2.6.15)
Section 4 Living outside Surrey & Sussex Adult
1 TREACHER’S GR CH SALUAY SAENG LALI SAWAN (KOR) F (26.5.17) 21
month old grumpy Korat of excellent type. Large ears with a flare at the base,
rounded tips, set high on her head. Nice heart shaped face when viewed from
the front with good breadth between the eyes. Large wide open eyes, green in
colour. Large flat forehead. Slight stop. Muscular body of good weight.
Slender legs and oval paws. Her tail is slightly thicker at the base, has a
rounded tip but is short to balance. Her coat is short, lying close to her body,
glossy and fine. Medium blue tipped with silver. Well presented.
2 ANDREWS & KIRBY’S SORCERER CALYPSO (ABY gs) F (10.3.18) Very
pretty blue tortie silver Aby just a year old of good type. Large , well cupped
ears, pricked and set wide apart. Moderate wedge with gently rounded
contours and a slightly rounded muzzle. In profile she has a slight nose break
Firm chin level bite. Her eyes are a rounded almond shape, set well apart, very
expressive, hazel in colour, and are set in an oriental setting. Muscular firm
body of good weight. Her back is straight from shoulder to rump Slender legs
and neat oval paws. Her tail is slightly thick at the base, has a rounded tip,
balances. Her coat is short, fine and close lying and dense in texture. She is
distinctly and evenly ticked, showing four clear bands of colour. She has a
mixture of silvery blue-grey ticking with deeper blue grey and silvery cream
ticked with deeper cream. Her line of ticking extends from the back of her
head along her spine and tail, ending in a solid tail tip. Very pretty tortie
blotches interspersed with her ticking. Her colouration goes up her hocks.
Lovely temperament.
3 FINCH & O’NEILL’S LEOPARDSTAR TATSU (BEN n 24) F (13.5.17)

Section 4 Novice Kitten
1 BARFOOT’S JUNICURLS DANIELLE (DRX n) F (31.7.18) 7 month old sweet
baby girl. Large ears which are very wide at the base, rounded tips, held a
fraction high. Needs to be lower set for perfection. Medium wedge, fine in
the muzzle at present. Well defined whisker break. Her eyes are rather round
in shape, lacking the required oval ness, chartreuse in colour flat skull, good
stop, firm chin, level bite. Muscular lady of good weight. Slender legs and
oval paws. Her tail is tapering, balances. Her coat is short, lacking density at
present. She has some rexing coming through but at present this is rather
patchy. Lovely temperament.
A V Section 6 Adult
1 DEBOWSKA’S CH METEXA MULAN (OSH b) M (28.3.15)
CNH BROWN’S KATAMOUNTIN MOONFLOWER (OSH os) F (18.6.16)
Section 6 Living outside Surrey and Sussex Adult
1 MARTIN’S IGR CH FLUTTERBY MOONSHADOW (SIA c) F (21.9.16) Lovely
chatty lass of super type and beautifully balanced. Large, pricked ears which
are wide at the base, well set following the lines of her wedge. Long and wellproportioned wedge with good width between her ears, narrowing in nice
straight lines to a fine muzzle. She has oriental shaped eyes slanting towards
her nose, deep blue in colour. In profile she has a straight nose, firm chin,
level bite. Long elegant neck. Firm muscular body of good weight. Slender
legs and oval paws. Her tail is long and tapering balances. Her mask is
complete connected by tracings with the ears. She has delicate pinkish grey
points which all match in colour. She has a magnolia coat with very minimal
shading, giving good contrast to her points. Dear purring girl who was well
presented and was a joy to judge.
2 PEPPERELL’S CH FLORIAN TABBY CAT (OSH b 03) M )24.1.18) Oh what a
wriggle bum! 13 month old well grown chap. Large wide based flared ears
well set. Good length well balanced wedge. He has oriental shaped eyes
slanting towards his nose, olive green in colour. In profile he has a bump on
his nose, receding chin, level bite. Elegant neck. Weighty muscular chap.
Slender legs and oval paws. His tail is long and tapering, balances. His coat is

short and close lying. More than 1/3rd white with nice rich chocolate patches.
Friendly boy..
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